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Gold foil wedding invitations templates
You spent hours while you looked over stocks of books and fonts, but what should your wedding invitations say? Don't worry if you're not familiar with all the invitation form rules - you're about to be completely covered. We asked for the best of the best, Ellen Weldon, stationer to the stars (she's Oprah's go-to) to give us a cheat sheet for
every possible scenario. Photo: Gorman Studio above: Your married parents are hosting they're foot bill, so put their names up. Enter your mother's last name if it's different from your father's. But what if... His parents host too Add one and after line 1, then a line with the names of his parents. Change daughter to children and to and. You
are a same-sex couple If both sets of parents host, their respective names should be listed on two separate lines in the same order as yours. If only one set is hosting, just put their name on the host line. You're old-fashioned with Mr. and Mrs. Michael Martinez. Put a Mr. and in front of the groom's name. Your ceremony is in a house of
worship Change line two on the invitation (below the parents' names) to request the honor of your presence. You're Jewish replaced by between your name and. Photo: Gorman Studio above: Your parents are divorced Even though they are cohosting, put Mom and Dad on separate lines, with her coming first. But what if... You want to
include a stepparent Add your name to your spouse's line. Note: The woman's name is always first on each line, even if she is your stepmother. Photo: Gorman Studio above: You two are hosting you're paying for your bash, so your full name should go first. But what if... But, you want to include your parents Add Together with their
families above your names. Photo: Gorman Studio above: Or maybe, you're not the traditional type These days, you don't have to follow the label wording to the letter. As long as your fête is not formal and you include the essential information your guests need - who, what, when and where — you can be as creative as you want. Let's
read it so you'd actually say it! Use numbers instead of writing numbers! If following the rules is none of your business, forget them and do it. Things to remember if... You hate your middle name, skip it! Average names are 100% optional. You have a dress code Print it in the bottom right corner. Include reception information For a superformal wedding, or when vows and party are in different places, the reception details should be on a separate card. Otherwise, just add a note in the lower-left corner. Your wedding invitation is more than a card in an envelope. Even the simplest models include a few additional parts (i.e. an RSVP card and before you even start adding on
things would be envelope linings and belly strips. Especially for couples who have a destination wedding, the large amount of information often requires an additional card, called an insert invitation or or Card. The main invitation itself should list your name, wedding date, location, start time, and dress code. If you want to share something
more and elaborate, that's where the inserts come in. An invitation insert is an additional card used to share additional information with wedding guests without cluttering the main invitation with logistics. Each insertion refers to a different type of information and the number of inserts to include depends on the details needed to be shared. A
standard wedding invitation consists of four pieces: the main invitation card, response card, answer envelope and outer envelope. Invitation inserts are pieces that add to these four basic pieces, says Laura Hooper, calligrapher and owner of The Laura Hooper Calligrapher. To help you figure out which inserts (and how many) you
definitely need to add to the invitation suite, Hooper suggests consulting your stationer and sharing all the wedding details you want to include. They can help you determine which inserts are needed to match the text and display the information in an aesthetically pleasing way that fits in your suite, she says. Meet expert Laura Hooper is
an expert calligrapher and head of calligraphy Laura Hooper, where she offers stationery services to clients as well as calligraphy lessons. Your wedding itself will naturally lead to what inserts you will want to include. There is no requirement to have any pieces beyond the four standard pieces, says Hooper. So don't be overwhelmed by
beautiful invitation apartments with a seemingly endless number of pieces! Keep in mind that the more cards you use, the higher the cost (both printing and design) costs. If you want to get extra creative with your invitations, inserts are a great way to do it. Whether you want to include a color palette with watch card swatches or decide to
ask a graphic designer or illustrator to create a custom guide card map, there are several ways to have fun with the invitation suite. Here are the types of inserts to consider when crafting invitations. Photo by Noel Perrone; Invitation from Elins Art Studio Card and RSVP envelope are stapled in any guest suite. Depending on your preferred
approach, you can include open-space cards for guests to fill in the names of those who participate, or you can include the number of seats reserved for them and confirm the number of participants. If you plan to keep traditional RSVPs and postal, be sure to include a self-addressed envelope with stamp, as well as a tough deadline on
when they should send their RSVP. To save on postal, you can use the postcard RSVP instead. Hooper suggests giving up RSVP if you archive your guest list online through your website. But definitely book a few invites (with all the extra inserts) for your guests who are not tech-savvy. With smaller, more intimate weddings, guests can
RSVP to couple directly and the couple can give up RSVP RSVP Photo by David Abel Photography Most, if not all, weddings now have a website that compiles all the necessary information related to the wedding-from the dress code to the registry. The Info or Details insertion card is the perfect place to put the URL for your wedding site.
Encourage guests to refer to your site. Courtesy of Shine If the reception is at a different location from your ceremony, you would use a reception card, says Hooper. Include the time and location of the reception on this card, as well as directions or parking directions for the venue if necessary. Otherwise, if you have the ceremony and
reception in the same location, skip this card. Instead, the main invitation should include the location of the ceremony and then should tell the reception to follow. Do you have a transfer to transport guests to and from the ceremony and reception? Although you may not have the exact data transfer times before invitations are sent, put a
note on the insert that specifies that the shuttle will be available and that it should not plan to drive to the venue. Photo by Erich McVey For any pre- and post-wedding events that will not have their own invitation by mail separately, put the date, time, and dress code on a insert (for example, Please join us for a welcome party the night
before the wedding! Meet me at the hotel bar at 20:.m for cocktails and desserts). If you are hoping to get a certain rsvp count, you should either send an invitation in email or send an e-vite. Courtesy of Zazzle This insert is especially useful for destination weddings. This may include an overview of travel options, such as the name of the
nearest airport and the name, websites and telephone numbers for any hotel where you have booked a block of rooms. Be sure to include the booking code if your hotel requires one! Courtesy of Laura Hooper Calligraphy A custom map is a very nice addition to share your favorite locations and wedding venues with your guests, says
Hooper. This card can include written instructions or could be a beautifully illustrated map, which also has key guides, such as the main landmarks, parking areas, and entrances. If you have a destination wedding, include some of your local hotspots or your destination. Courtesy of Etsy This card is especially useful for weddings with
several events that have strict dress codes. Want a white garden party outfit for the welcome festivities? Black tie for the main ceremony and reception? This is where to include the specifics. You can even include a favorite color palette. If you have outdoor activities that require comfortable shoes, it is also best to include a note, so may
wear appropriate footwear. Otherwise, skip the card and include an all-encompassing theme, it would be Formal Hold or Business Casual in Invite. While it may make sense to include registry details in the invitation suite, the label suggests that registry cards should ultimately be avoided. Instead, include registry details on your website so
that guests can easily access it. She.
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